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Abstract Fiber reinforced materials are used in

assorted engineering application and for this reason,

new additive manufacturing technologies have been

developed for this type of materials. With these

technologies, it is possible to construct composite

structures with different shapes and desired fiber

orientation. Therefore, reinforced composite struc-

tures can be designed based on an optimized fiber

orientation. Because of it, several works propose

different methods to tailor fiber directions. Albeit, the

determination of fiber optimized orientation is a

problem usually subjected to multiple local minima

issues, unless discrete material optimization methods

are used. In addition, in these works, usually a linear

relation between stress and strain is considered, which

limits simulations to small displacements, strains and

rotations. Recently, a method named SPIMFO has

been developed where the angle is considered a

continuous variable and the local minima issues are

circumvented. Thus, this work proposes to determine

the optimized fiber orientation of a fiber reinforced

composite structure by using the SPIMFO method

with a constitutive equation in fully nonlinear range

based on transversely isotropic neo-Hookean model.

A new method to measure the fiber continuity named

index of average continuity is proposed and imple-

mented. The results obtained by using the proposed

method are compared to results obtained by using a

discrete model named NDFO-m, which is proposed in

a previous work.

Keywords Fiber angle optimization �
Hyperelasticity � Composite � Fiber continuity �
SPIMFO model

1 Introduction

The deployment of composite materials is increasing

in last decades due to its wide range of applications,

with an emphasis on Fiber Reinforced Composites

(FRC). As a consequence, the cost of this kind of

material is becoming incrementally competitive [9]

and efforts have been directed at the development of

additive manufacturing techniques that allow con-

structing FRC structures with customizable fiber

orientation. It can be seen in the works of Ning et al.

[22], Quan et al. [25], Hou et al. [10] and Dick-

son et al. [5]. For this reason, several works have been

developed to determine the optimized fiber orientation

for an FRC, subjected to some cost function and

constraints. Several methods have been proposed to

solve this problem, as it can be seen in the works of
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Venkataraman and Haftka, Awad et al., and Nik-

bakt et al. [1, 21, 31]. However, in this work, an

approach based on Topology Optimization (TO) is

used.

Usually, when the fiber orientation is considered the

design variable for this sort of problem, the result

tends to be a local minimum, inasmuch as the solution

spaces are non-convex as pointed out by Stegmann

and Lund [29]. To circumvent this issue, they

proposed a method called Discret Material Optimiza-

tion (DMO), which uses artifice candidate angles as

constant parameters. For each candidate, there is a

constitutive elastic tensor multiplied by a weight

function, and the sum of these tensors results in an

effective elastic tensor, which is used in the constitu-

tive equation. The objective of the optimization for

this method is to drive only one weight function to

value one, while all others are driven to zero, causing

only one tensor to be selected [29]. A disadvantage of

DMO is that the number of design variables increases

linearly with increasing candidate angles [28]. By

using a similar idea, Bruyneel [4] proposes a method

where the weight functions are shape functions of

FEM. This method, named Shape Functions with

Penalization (SFP) uses only four candidate angles,

0�;�45� and 90�. However, there is a generalization

of SFP proposed by Gao et al. [8], where there is no

limit for candidate angles. In this method, named Bi-

value Coding Parametrization (BCP), the number of

design variables increases logarithmically with the

increasing number of candidates. Even so, it is

computationally advantageous to use a method where

apart from the number of candidates, only one design

variable is necessary. A method with these character-

istics, called Normal Distribution Function Optimiza-

tion (NDFO), is proposed by Kiyono et al. [13]. In

NDFO, the weight functions are based on peak

functions used by Yin and Ananthasuresh [34] to

optimize multi-material compliant mechanisms.

Notwithstanding, there is a method proposed by Salas

et al., named Self —Penalizable Interpolation Model

for Fiber Orientation (SPIMFO) [27], where candi-

date angles are not used. In the SPIMFO model, the

sine and cosine functions are approximated by the

convergent Taylor series, and by increasing the

number of terms in these series, the local minima

problem is circumvented.

More recently, Tong et al. [30] proposes a method

for optimizing simultaneously topology and fiber

orientations for the aerodynamic performance of

aircraft. The method optimizes the structures consid-

ering them as a compliant mechanism, where the

design variables are the lamination parameters and the

density. Lee et al. [17] perform the topology opti-

mization of anisotropic magnetic composites in actu-

ators using the homogenization method. The objective

of this work is maximizing an actuator force, and this

is achieved by optimizing the fiber orientation, the

composite layout, and the fiber volume fraction. In the

work of Lee et al. [16], the layerwise theory is used to

perform a stress-based topology optimization. This

technique allows predicting the behavior of multi-

layer composite by analyzing the thick plate more

accurately. The authors also adapt the Tsai-Hill and

Tsai-Wu criteria to fail verification in the proposed

method. Pejman et al. [24] propose a method for

optimizing microvascular materials. The method is

based on a hybrid of topology and shape optimization.

This is possible by including a new set of design

parameters similar to the penalty factor used in the

SIMP model. Mei et al. [19] propose to solve the

minimum compliance problem for composite panels

orienting fibers as B-Splines based on isogeometric

analysis. Papapetrou et al. [23] optimize simultane-

ously the material distribution of the continuous fiber

orientation using a level-set approach. The fiber

continuity is ensured by the introduction of an infill

pattern technique and an angle fiber filtering scheme.

The works cited so far consider a linear constitutive

relation, where the hypotheses of small displacements,

strains and rotations must be adopted. Recently, the

authors of this work proposed a modification in NDFO

method [6], and along with this modification, solve the

optimization problem of FRC considering a fully

nonlinear hyperelastic constitutive equation, proposed

by Bonet and Burton [3]. In this paper, the same

constitutive equation is used together with the

SPIMFO model to solve the optimization problem.

The purpose is to obtain results with smaller end

compliance values and smaller computational cost by

taking advantage of the self-penalization property of

this continuous model that allows circumventing local

minima.

This work is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the

neo-Hookean transversely isotropic constitutive equa-

tion and the principle of virtual work associated are

presented. In Sect. 3, the SPIMFO method is

described. In Sect. 4 the filter based on modified
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Helmholtz equation, the topology optimization prob-

lem, sensitivities calculation and the numerical imple-

mentation are presented. In Sect. 5 numerical

examples are shown, and finally, in Sect. 6, some

conclusions are inferred.

2 Transversely isotropic neo-Hookean material

The most general way to define a material based on its

property directions is considering it anisotropic, that

is, the material presents different properties depending

on the direction. However, there is a material class

called orthotropic, which has different properties in

orthogonal planes. Moreover, some materials, such as

fiber-reinforced composite, have an isotropic plane

with a fiber principal orthogonal direction. These

features define the transversely isotropic materials

(see Fig. 1).

Based on a hyperelastic strain energy potential,

Bonet and Burton [3] propose a fully nonlinear

constitutive equation for transversely isotropic mate-

rials. The strain energy function is formulated from the

kinematics analysis of a deformable transversely

isotropic solid body (see Fig. 2).

Figure 2 presents a solid body with initial config-

urationX0 and deformed configurationX. Coordinates
Xi ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ represent the particles position in the

initial configuration, whereas the coordinates xi ði ¼
1; 2; 3Þ represent positions of the particles in the

deformed configuration. VectorsA and a represent the

fiber direction and U is a mapping that relates the

coordinate systems, such that x ¼ UðXÞ.
A constitutive equation which considers elasticity

in fully nonlinear range, derived from a hyperelastic

strain energy function W, can be determined as a

function of the right Cauchy-Green tensor C, so that

[3, 6]:

W ¼ WðCÞ ð1Þ

The strain energy function can be defined as a function

of three invariants of right Cauchy-Green tensor for

isotropic materials (see Eq. 2):

WisoðCÞ ¼ WisoðI1; I2; I3Þ ð2Þ

where the three invariants are defined on Eq. 3 [3]:

I1 ¼ tr ðCÞ ð3aÞ

I2 ¼ C : C ð3bÞ

I3 ¼ det ðCÞ ð3cÞ

There is a large number of possible functions that can

be used as strain energy which depends on the three

invariants, however, these functions may also depend

on a large number of constitutive parameters [32]. The

neo-Hookean equation is a well-know strain energy

function for isotropic materials that depends on only

two constitutive parameters (see Eq. 4) [3]:

Wnh ¼
1

2
l ðI1 � 3Þ � l lnJ þ 1

2
knh ðJ � 1Þ2 ð4Þ

where the constants l and knh are the well-known

Lamé coefficients, which are defined as a function of

the Young modulus E and the Poisson ratio m (see

Eq. 5):

Fig. 1 Transversely isotropic material

Fig. 2 Initial (X0) and deformed (X) configurations of a

transversely isotropic solid
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knh ¼
E

ð1þ mÞð1� 2 mÞ ð5aÞ

l ¼ E

2ð1þ mÞ ð5bÞ

The definition of two pseudo-invariants of C is

necessary to formulate the transversely isotropic part

of the strain energy function (see Eq. 6) [3].

I4 ¼ A � CA ð6aÞ

I5 ¼ A � C2A ð6bÞ

Parameters obtained from Young’s modulus and

Poisson’s ratio on an isotropic plane (E and m
respectively) and Young’s modulus and shear modu-

lus along fiber directions (EA andGA, respectively) are

used in conjunction with pseudo-invariants presented

in Eq. 6 to obtain the transversely isotropic part of the

strain energy function (see Eq. 7) [3]:

Wtr ¼ aþ b lnJ þ c I4 � 1ð Þ½ �ðI4 � 1Þ � 1

2
a I5 � 1ð Þ

ð7Þ

where the constitutive parameters a, b and c are

defined according to Eq. 8 [3]:

k ¼ E mþ n m2ð Þ
mð1þ mÞ

ð8aÞ

a ¼ l� GA ð8bÞ

b ¼ E m2ð1� nÞ
4mð1þ mÞ

ð8cÞ

c ¼ EAð1� mÞ
8m

� kþ 2l
8

þ a
2
� b ð8dÞ

m ¼ 1� m� 2 n m2 ð8eÞ

n ¼ EA

E
ð8fÞ

It is possible to define the constitutive equation for a

hyperelastic material by using first and second Piola-

Kirchhoff tensors (P and S, respectively), since S is

work-conjugate to 1
2
_C, and so, it is possible to establish

a relation between W and S by differentiating the

energy strain function with respect to time (see Eq. 9

[3]):

_W ¼ oW

o _C
: _C ¼ 1

2
S : _C ð9Þ

Thereby, the tensor S can be determined according to:

S ¼ 2
oW
oC

ð10Þ

Ultimately, from Eqs. 2, 7 and 10 it is possible to

define the tensor S for a hyperelastic transversely

isotropic material as [3]:

S ¼ Snh þ Str ð11aÞ

Snh ¼ lðI� C�1Þ þ k JðJ � 1ÞC�1 ð11bÞ

Str ¼ 2 bðI4 � 1ÞC�1 þ 2 ½aþ 2 b ln Jþ
þ2 c ðI4 � 1Þ�A� A� a ðCA� Aþ A� CAÞ

ð11cÞ

2.1 Principle of virtual work

The principle of virtual work states that the sum of the

external virtual work dWext and the internal virtual

work dWint must be equal zero:

dW ¼ dWext þ dWInt ¼ 0 ð12Þ

where dW is the total virtual work. The external virtual

work dWext is defined as the work done on the body by

external forces in the initial configuration X0. Eq. 13

represents the external virtual work by considering

that only body forces b0 and traction forces t0 are

acting on the body:

dWext ¼
Z
X0

b0 � v dX0 þ
Z
C0

t0 � v dC0 8v in V

ð13Þ

where v is the field of virtual displacements, V is the

set of arbitrary and admissible variations satisfying the

homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition. The

internal virtual work is defined according to first

Piola-Kirchhoff tensor P as:

dWint ¼
Z
X0

P : rv dX0 8v in V with P ¼ FS

ð14Þ
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3 Fiber angle topology optimization

The optimization of a fiber-reinforced composite can

be performed by determining a stack layer sequence,

however, the approach used in this work consists of

determining distinct fiber angles in the same layer. In

turn, it is possible to determine these optimized angles

by using Continuous Fiber Angles Optimization

(CFAO) or considering a set of candidate angles a

priori. The CFAO usually presents non-convex solu-

tion spaces, where there are multiple local minima,

and because of this Stegmann and Lund [29] propose a

discrete approach with candidate angles. However,

Salas et al. [27] propose a CFAO method named Self-

Penalizable InterpolationModel for Fiber Orientation

(SPIMFO), which circumvent the multiple local

minima problem by using a self-penalizable

scheme in the sine and cosine functions, approximat-

ing them by convergent Taylor series:

sinðhÞ ¼
X1
n¼0

ð�1Þn

ð2nþ 1Þ! h
2nþ1 ð15aÞ

cosðhÞ ¼
X1
n¼0

ð�1Þn

ð2nÞ! h
2n ð15bÞ

where the fiber angle is h 2� � p; p½. Orientations for
h ¼ �p are physically analogous to h ¼ 0, and for

h\p and h[ p, values for sine and cosine functions

are repeated. Nonetheless, Salas et al. [27] use a

variable named pseudo-orientation ĥ to avoid numer-

ical instabilities:

ĥ ¼ h
p

) ĥ 2 � � 1; 1½ ð16Þ

The lowest and highest possible values for ĥ are

determined according to desired accuracy for the

pseudo-orientation [27]:

ĥ ¼ bh� � 10b þ 0:5c
180 � 10b

ð17Þ

where b is the number of decimals for h in degrees. In
this work, just as the work of Salas et al. [27], b ¼ 0.

Therefore, h can assume any integer value between

�179� and 179�.
However, the solution space used here is

hs ¼ ½�90�; 90��. Additionally, it is possible to define

the vector A, for an angle h in a plane (see Fig. 3):

A ¼
c

s

0

2
64

3
75 ð18Þ

where c and s are determined based on Eq.15 (see

Eq. 19):

s ¼ sinðhÞ �
Xpmaxf

pf¼0

ð�1Þpf
ð2pf þ 1Þ! pĥ

2pfþ1
� �

ð19aÞ

c ¼ cosðhÞ �
Xpmaxf

pf¼0

ð�1Þpf
ð2pf Þ!

pĥ
2pf

� �
ð19bÞ

where the term pf is the penalty factor of SPIMFO

model. In the optimization process, the series pre-

sented in Eq. 19 start with few terms, and progres-

sively more terms are added to them. For this reason,

the model is named self-penalizable, and this contin-

uation scheme works around the multiple minima

problem.

4 Topology optimization problem

The topology optimization problem solved consists of

determining a fiber angle at each node of finite element

mesh which minimizes the end compliance of the

structure. However, results of this type of optimization

usually present abrupt changes in fiber directions in

some areas of the domain (see Fig. 4), which facili-

tates the appearance of stress concentration and

represents a difficulty in manufacturing.

θ

-θ

Fig. 3 Angle definition
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An orthogonality index named Ip is used to estimate

the fiber continuity. The Ip, described in Eq. 20,

represents the percentage of adjacent fibers whose

relative angle overpass a specified limit hrelmax. A

smaller Ip means a higher continuity in the pattern of

the fiber.

Ip ¼

Pnn
i¼1

Nortð Þi
Nn

2 0; 1½ � ð20aÞ

Nort ¼
hrelmax\90�

1; vj
�� ��\ cos hrelmaxð Þ

0; otherwise

(

hrelmax ¼ 90�
1; vj

�� �� ¼ 0

0; otherwise

(

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð20bÞ

vi ðhrelmaxÞ ¼ cosðh1 � h2Þ ð20cÞ

Nn is the total number of pairs of neighboring nodes

counted once that depends on the connectivity of the

mesh, analogous to a permutation in combinatorial

analysis. That is, if node one is a neighbor of two, the

IP calculation is made for node one and disregarded

when visited two.

IpG (Eq. 21) is an index that indicates the average

continuity value in a fiber distribution and it is defined

as the average value of the integral of all Ip’s measured

in a range of relative angles specified by the user:

IpG ¼ 1

hmaxrelmax � hminrelmax

Z hminrelmax

hmaxrelmax

Ip dh

hmaxrelmax � hminrelmax 6¼ 0

ð21Þ

For the purposes of numerical evaluation of this

integral, the trapezoidal rule is used. In this work

hminrealmax ¼ 0� and hmaxrealmax ¼ 90�, given that the spec-

ified relative angle is positive and the smallest of the

supplementary angles that form two adjacent fiber

orientations.

4.1 Filter based on modified Helmholtz equation

In this work, a filter based on a modified Helmholtz

equation proposed by Lazarov and Sigmund [15] is

used to treat the problem of fiber discontinuity

exemplified in Fig. 4a [6]. The filter is described by

the Helmholtz-type partial differential equation:

� r2 r2~hþ ~h ¼ ĥ ð22aÞ

o~h
on

¼ 0 ð22bÞ

where r is a length parameter, ~h is the filtered variable
and n represents a normal vector to solid surface. From

Eq. 22a, it is possible to notice that the higher the

value of r, higher is the gradient effect in equation

solution. Fig. 5 shows a 1D example of modified

Helmholtz equation solution where the r value is

increased for each curve. It can be noticed that the

curves are smoother for higher r values.

To carry out the numerical implementation, the

Helmholtz-type differential equation must be in its

weak form. For this, the strong form (see Eq. 22a) is

multiplied by a test function v and integrated in X0.

After that, by using Gauss theorem, the weak form is

defined as:Z
X0

r2 r~h � rv dX0 þ
Z
X0

~h � v dX0

�
Z
X0

ĥ � v dX0 ¼ 0 8v in H1ðX0Þ ð23Þ

(a) Example with abrupt changes in path.

(b) Example with smooth path.

Fig. 4 Fiber continuity
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4.2 Topology optimization formulation

The objective function cobj of the topology optimiza-

tion problem is the end compliance that must be

minimized. Minimizing end compliance is equivalent

to minimize the external work, therefore, the objective

function cobj is defined according to:

cobj ¼ Wext ¼
Z
X0

b0 � u dX0 þ
Z
C0

t0 � u dC0 8 u in U

ð24Þ

where u represents the displacements and U is the

space of kinematically admissible displacement field

[2]. Thus, the optimization problem is then stated as:

minimize:
u;ĥ

J u ~h ĥ
� �� �� �

¼ cobj

subject to : F1 u ~h ĥ
� �� �

; ~h ĥ
� �� �� �

¼ dWint þ dWext ¼ 0

F2
~h ĥ
� �

; ĥ
� �

¼
Z
X0

r2 r~h � rv dX0þ

þ
Z
X0

~h � v dX0 �
Z
X0

ĥ � v dX0 ¼ 0

ĥmin 	 ĥ	 ĥmax

ð25Þ

where J is equal to end compliance cobj, F1 is

equivalent to principle of virtual works and F2

represents the weak form of the modified Helmholtz

equation.

4.3 Sensitivities

The sensitivity calculation is necessary to implement

the optimization algorithm based on gradient used in

this work. There are different approaches to determine

sensitivities, however, the well-known adjoint method

[2, 7] is used here. For this purpose, it is necessary to

define the Lagragian L associated with the optimiza-

tion problem (see Eq. 26)

L u; ~h; ĥ; k1; k2
� �

¼ du

d~h
J u ~h ĥ

� �� �� �

� k1 F1 u ~h ĥ
� �� �

; ~h ĥ
� �� �� �

� k2 F2
~h ĥ
� �

; ĥ
� �

ð26Þ

where ki; i ¼ 1; 2 are the adjoint variables, which

must respect the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) condi-

tions [11, 14]. Sensitivities are calculated by deter-

mining the stationary of the Lagragian L. In this

regard, the derivatives of the Lagrangian are calcu-

lated and equated to zero.

From the derivative of the Lagragian with respect to

state variable u, it is defined the first adjoint equation,

from which the value of k1 is defined (see Eq. 27b):

dL

du
¼ oJ

ou
� k1

oF1

ou
¼ 0 ð27aÞ

k1 ¼
oJ

ou

oF1

ou

� ��1

ð27bÞ

The derivative of the Lagragian L with respect to

the filtered control variable ~h along with Eq. 27b and

the KKT conditions establish the value of k2 as shown
in Eq. 28:

dL

d~h
¼ du

d~h

oJ

ou
� k1

oF1

ou

� �
� k1

oF1

o~h
� k2

oF2

o~h
¼ 0

ð28aÞ

k2 ¼ �k1
oF1

o~h

oF2

o~h

� ��1

ð28bÞ

Fig. 5 Effect of r change on the solution of the modified

Helmholtz equation
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Ultimately, the derivative of L with respect to

control variable ĥ is presented in Eq. 29:

dL

dĥ
¼ d~h

dĥ

du

d~h

oJ

ou
� k1

oF1

ou

� �
� k1

oF1

o~h
� k2

oF2

o~h

� �

� k2
dF2

dh
¼ 0

ð29aÞ

dL

dĥ
¼ �k2

dF2

dh
ð29bÞ

4.4 Implementation

The open-source library FEniCS [18] is used to solve

the differential equations by resorting the finite

element method with regular meshes consisting of

tetrahedral elements linearly interpolated as presented

in Fig. 6. Sensitivity analysis is performed by using an

automatic differentiation algorithm [20] implemented

in the library pyadjoint, which uses the adjoint method

presented in [6] to determine the derivatives. Finally,

the optimized fiber orientation is calculated by

employing the interior point method, in an iterative

process, by using the library IPopt [33] (see Fig. 7).

In order to improve the convergence of the method,

a strategy of move limits is implemented. The

optimization process is configured for zf maximum

iterations and the convergence criterion is set up to

10�6 and implemented as in [26]. Thus, a new term is

added to the corresponding Taylor series every certain

number of iterations specified by the user and the

convergence can be affected by the new solution space

so that it may have abrupt changes in the objective

function when the box constraints correspond to the

minimum and maximum value of allowable angles.

Thereby, the upper and lower boundaries of the

move limits can be specified at k-th iteration according

to variation of the design variables:

ĥ
mov

min

� �
k
¼ max ĥ� Dĥ

� �
k
; ĥmin

� �
ð30aÞ

ĥ
mov

max

� �
k
¼ min ĥþ Dĥ

� �
k
; ĥmax

� �
ð30bÞ

Dĥk ¼

Dĥmax k	 2

min #maxDĥk�1; Dĥmax
� �

Sg [ 0

max #minDĥk�1; Dĥmin
� �

Sg 	 0

max Dĥk
� �

1� k

zf

� �
fD Dĥk\

1

180
and

þmin Dĥk
� � k

zf

� �
1

180Dĥmax
	 fD 	 1

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð30cÞ

(a) Regular mesh. (b) Tetrahedral
element.

Fig. 6 Finite element mesh Fig. 7 Optimization flowchart
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Sg ¼ ½signðĥk�2 � ĥk�3Þ�½signðĥk�1 � ĥk�2Þ� ð30dÞ

where Sg is a variable that takes values of� 1, 1 or 0 to

represent the variation of the design variables by using

the sign �ð Þ function, Dĥmax (determined by the user)

and Dĥmin ¼ 10�7 are the maximum and minimum

increments, #max ¼ 2:2 and #min ¼ 0:5 are the maxi-

mum and minimummultiplicative factors. However, a

design variable may stagnate if Dĥk\ 1
180

in two

consecutive iterations as explained by

Salas et al. [27], so that the initial Dĥk calculated is

modified to circumvent a local minimum. For the

modified Dĥk (see last case of Eq.30c), a linear

weighting of Dĥmax and Dĥmin increments of the

current iteration imposed on the entire problem is

performed, where 1

180Dĥmax
\fD 	 1 controls the abrupt

variations in order to obtain a smooth convergence

function and it is determined by the user according to

the problem. The weighting is parameterized in

relation to the maximum number of iterations zf .

5 Numerical examples

Same numerical examples proposed in previous author

work [6] are solved is this paper, in order to compare

the optimization results of a hyperelastic composite

material obtained by using the SPIMFO method with

results achieved with NDFO-m. Hence, Table 1 shows

domains, element dimensions and boundary condi-

tions used in these same three examples named here as

Cantilever, MBB and Plate.

Here, 181 candidate angles are considered in order

to make both methods belong to the same solution

space, differently from 16 candidate angles used in

NDFO-m in [6]. The material considered is epoxy

reinforced with fiber glass [12], so Table 2 shows its

properties.

For all three examples (from Sects. 5.1 to 5.3), the

initial fiber distributions are 0�, randomized and fiber

in principal stress directions for the same domains

considering an isotropic material. Table 3 presents the

move limit parameters used in the SPIMFO model,

and an additional a parameter, which multiplies the

objective function during the optimization iteration for

better numerical conditioning.

The penalty variable pmaxf is equal to one, two and

three at the beginning of the optimization for can-

tilever, MBB beam and plate problems, respectively,

and 17 at the end for all examples solved by using the

SPIMFO model. The pmaxf value increases one unit

every six iterations for the cantilever and MBB beam

and every 12 iterations for the plate problem. The

continuation for NDFO-m is based on the continuation

used in [13]. However, to make it smoother, the

authors use a ninth degree polynomial function pðẑÞ to
apply the continuation as shown in Eq. 31 until

reaching a value equal to pminf at ẑ ¼ ẑlim. Terms

0\fz 	 1 and Dz (with 0	 z0 	 10 as the desired

delay) are parameters for controlling the speed and the

initial value of the penalization, in that order while clim
is the value where pminf is reached when pmaxf is 10.

Thus, for all numerical results by using NDFO-m,

pmaxf ¼ 10, fz ¼ 1, Dz ¼ 0 and ẑlim ¼ clim.

pNDFO�m
f ¼

pðẑÞ z	 ẑlim

pminf ¼ 0:013284 z[ ẑlim

(
ð31aÞ

pðẑÞ ¼1:8932 � 10�11ẑ9 � 3:9888 � 10�9ẑ8

þ3:5672 � 10�7ẑ7 � 1:7599 � 10�5ẑ6

þ5:1983 � 10�4ẑ5 � 9:2742 � 10�3ẑ4

þ9:4074 � 10�2ẑ3 � 4:2947 � 10�1ẑ2

�3:2564 � 10�1ẑþ 10:000

ð31bÞ

ẑ ¼ ðz 
 fz þ DzÞ; 0\fz 	 1 ð31cÞ

ẑlim ¼ maxðbclim � Dzc; 0Þ ð31dÞ

clim ¼ 41:55; Dz ¼ maxð10� z0; 0Þ ð31eÞ

The evaluation of computational cost is based on

[26]. The computational cost for the proposed method

is compared with the cost of NDFO-m by considering

the initialization time, average time per iteration, the

total simulation time and the total number of

iterations.

Here, the compared results correspond to the field

of the original variable (filter input, see Sect. 4.1)

obtained in the optimization process and the post-

processed result in order to determine the real values

of end compliance. This is necessary because results

with r parameter higher than 0, namely with the effect

of Helmholtz filter, presented masked results during
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Table 1 Numerical examples domains
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optimization convergence. It occurs because the

objective function, in this case, is a function of ~h

(i.e. J ¼ Jðuð~hðhÞÞ). In post-processing, there are no

material models and no filters, which enables a result

without the masked effect. Thus, the comparison of the

results is fairer.

5.1 Cantilever

Figure 8 shows the result for the cantilever example,

where the colors represent the fiber angles according

to the legend (see Fig. 8m). Figure 8a shows the first

result obtained with SPIMFO model with r ¼ 0 and

initial guess h ¼ 0�. Fibers in this result present a

uniform path in most of the domain, however, there

are abrupt changes on fiber direction in some specific

areas, as the imaginary line which divides the domain

horizontally and on regions located right below on

load application. The second result obtained by using

the NDFO-mmodel is on the right-hand side (Fig. 8b),

and similar characteristics are observed. Although the

NDFO-m result apparently presents better continuities

on regions from the clamped boundary condition to the

middle of the domain, discontinuities appear next to

the load application. The difference between objective

functions of these two results is 1:5%. The third and

fourth results (Fig. 8c, d) show the effect of Helmholtz

filter. Although the SPIMFO result has a horizontal

line of fibers that crosses the entire domain and some

fibers at �45� next to the load, and in the NDFO-m

result, there are some small abrupt changes in

direction and fiber continuity is noticeably better in

both cases. As reported in the previous work ( [6]), this

improvement in fiber continuity comes together with

an increase in end compliance values. For these

results, the end compliance values increase 107:6%
and 135:7%, (Fig. 8a), for SPIMFO and NDFO

models, respectively, based on previous SPIMFO.

The principal stress direction is the initial guess for

the next results (Fig. 8e, f). This initial guess is

supposedly closer to an optimized fiber configuration

in linear regime. For both models, fiber distributions

have almost no abrupt changes, by analyzing them

visually. The difference in objective functions, com-

paring with the first SPIMFO result, is about 1%.

Figure 8g, h are the results obtained using the same

initial guess and r ¼ 15. There are some green regions

in the SPIMFO result, which denotes small changes in

direction. However, in NDFO-m, there are almost no

fiber discontinuities. Comparing with the first

SPIMFO result, the end compliance values are

129:2% and 131:39% higher for SPIMFO and

NDFO-m models, respectively.

Figure from 8i to l are results that considering as

initial guess a random fiber distribution. There are

regions where fibers are oriented similarly, if com-

pared with the previous results considering the same r

parameter, for all results with this initial guess.

Although, for all results, there are visible abrupt

changes in fiber directions. The values of objective

functions for r ¼ 0 have differences smaller than 0:1%

if compared to the first SPIMFO result (r ¼ 0 and

initial guess h0 ¼ 0�). For the case of r ¼ 15, the

Table 2 Material properties

Material properties

E½MPa� EA½MPa� m GA½MPa�

38.6 8.27 0.26 4.14

Table 3 Parameter considered in SPIMFO examples

Prob. r h0 Dĥmax fD a

Ca 00.0 0 0.017 1.000 0.001

Ca 00.0 P 0.025 0.240 0.001

Ca 00.0 R 0.017 1.000 0.001

Ca 15.0 0 0.024 1.000 0.001

Ca 15.0 R 0.024 1.000 0.001

Ca 15.0 P 0.027 1.000 0.001

Bm 00.0 0 0.015 1.000 0.010

Bm 00.0 P 0.080 1.000 0.010

Bm 00.0 R 0.090 1.000 0.010

Bm 15.0 0 0.011 1.000 0.010

Bm 15.0 R 0.010 1.000 0.010

Bm 15.0 P 0.019 1.000 0.010

Pl 00.0 0 0.022 1.000 10.00

Pl 00.0 P 0.023 0.242 10.00

Pl 00.0 R 0.020 1.000 10.00

Pl 15.0 0 0.011 1.000 10.00

Pl 15.0 P 0.012 1.000 10.00

Pl 15.0 R 0.010 1.000 10.00

Ca: Cantilever, Bm: MBB beam, Pl: Plate, P: principal stress

direction, R: randomized
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values of objective functions have differences of

143:48% and 132:83% for SPIMFO and NDFO

models, respectively, which are proximal differences

to those obtained with the previous initial guess.

Table 4 shows the index of average continuity for

the cantilever problem. As previously said, the con-

tinuity for result is higher for smaller values of IpG. For

this example, SPIMFO values have higher IpG for all

cases. Without Helmholtz filter, the values are higher

17.29%, 1.69%, and 7.8% for initial guesses 0�,
principal stress direction, and randomized, respec-

tively. With filter activated, the values are higher

2.58% for initial guess 0�, 24.64% for principal stress

direction and 0.03% for randomized orientation.

Figure 9 shows convergences for cantilever exam-

ples. The abbreviation h0 represents the initial guess

which can be 0 (0� in all domain), P (principal stress

direction) or R (randomized).

Curves for the NDFO model with r ¼ 15 and

randomized or principal stress direction initial guesses

present no asymptotic behavior in some regions, even

so, reach the convergence. All other results have

asymptotic curves. Observing these curves, it is

possible to note how the principal stress direction is

close to optimized results when comparing with the

initial values when 0� or randomized initial guess are

considered. Even so, due to the non-linearity of the

problem, this fact do not ensure a smaller objective

function.

Figure 10 shows a curve of load versus end

compliance for post-processed results. The curves

for both models with r ¼ 0 are very similar, and the

effect of masking is explicated in r ¼ 15 curves,

where end compliance values are approximately

between 108% and 143% higher. The effect of the

Helmholtz filter on end compliance values is presented

in the previous work [6]. The differences between

results obtained with and without the Helmholtz filter

show that more rigid optimized composite structures

are obtained without considering an artifice to avoid

discontinuities. This occurs because the use of the

filter changes the solution space.

Although the SPIMFOmodel needs more iterations

than NDFO-m to reach the convergence, it presents

smaller computational costs, as shown in Table 5.

From initialization time column, we notice that

SPIMFO model needs a shorter time than NDFO for

almost all cases, except for two cases, when the initial

guess is the stress principal directions and the r is equal

to zero, and when r is equal to 15 and the initial guess

is 0�.
The average time per iterations using the NDFO-m

model for the cantilever problem is 92.3 s, whereas,

for the SPIMFO case, the average time is 9.45 s.

Concerning total time without considering the Helm-

holtz filter, the NDFO-m model presents a value 6.14

times higher than the SPIMFO model for initial guess

0� on the whole domain. Althought this difference is

smaller for the other two initial guesses, it remains

considerable. The difference for initial guess of

bFig. 8 Result for cantilever example. N: NDFO-m, S: SPIMFO,

P: principal stress direction, R: randomized

Table 4 Index of average

continuity for cantilever

problem

N: NDFO-m, S: SPIMFO,

P: principal stress direction,

R: randomized

Model r h0 IpG

N 00.0 0 0.0700

N 00.0 P 0.0651

N 00.0 R 0.1796

N 15.0 0 0.1434

N 15.0 P 0.1258

N 15.0 R 0.3394

S 00.0 0 0.0821

S 00.0 P 0.0662

S 00.0 R 0.1936

S 15.0 0 0.1471

S 15.0 P 0.1568

S 15.0 R 0.3395
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Fig. 9 End compliance convergences for cantilever example.

N: NDFO-m, S: SPIMFO, P: principal stress direction, R:

randomized
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principal directions is 4.56 times and for the random-

ized case, two times approximately. The same is true

for results where the Helmholtz filter is activated.

Total times for NDFO-m are higher 6.8 times, 1.65

times, and 1.64 times for initial guess 0�, principal
stress directions, and randomized, respectively.

5.2 MBB beam

Figure 11 shows results for the MBB beam for the

same Helmholtz parameters and initial guesses used in

the previous section. Figure 11a, b represent the

results for initial guess 0� on whole domain and

without considering the Helmholtz filter. SPIMFO

model result presents visible fiber discontinuities at

the transition of fibers oriented close to 0�, at the

bottom half of the domain, to fibers oriented close to

�45�. At the top half of the domain, there are regions

with abrupt changes in fiber directions, which are

evidenced by the emergence of islands with different

colors. NDFO model result presents discontinuities

only at the transition of fibers from the bottom half of

the domain to the top half, where fibers mostly

oriented horizontally, gradually change close to �45�

approximately. In this case, the NDFO model reaches

a slightly smaller value for the objective function. The

objective function for the SPIMFO result is approx-

imately 1% higher. Figure 11c, d are the results for

initial guess where the orientation of fibers is 0� on the
whole domain now considering the Helmholtz filter

with the r parameter equals to 15. SPIMFO result

presents an evident improvement in fiber continuity if

we compare the same regions with abrupt changes in

the case without filter (see Fig. 11a). The NDFO

model result also presents smooth changes in the fiber

direction, reinforcing the efficiency of the filter to treat

the discontinuity problem. The objective function for

the SPIMFO model, in this case, reaches a smaller

value. Here, the NDFO objective function value is

8.0% higher.

The next set of results (Fig. from 11e to g) are

obtained by using the principal stress direction as

initial guess. Figure 11e, f represent results without

considering the Helmholtz filter, and both results

present similar orientation patterns. There are differ-

ences in fiber orientation, between these two models,

at two upper ends. While for the NDFO case, fibers are

approximately at � 45� on almost whole left half

domain, and 45� on the right half domain, for

SPIMFO, there are fibers with approximately 0� and

� 45� at the left upper and approximately � 90� at the
right upper area of the domain. Also, the SPIMFO

model reaches a slightly better value for the objective

function. The NDFO objective function is about 0.4%

higher.

Table 5 Computational cost for cantilever problem

Model r h0 IT [s] ATI [s] TT [min] NI

N 0.00 0 0.203 94.1 69.83 43

N 0.00 P 0.781 95.5 70.83 43

N 0.00 R 0.344 97.0 72.00 43

N 15.0 0 0.156 86.6 65.83 44

N 15.0 P 0.969 89.1 67.83 44

N 15.0 R 0.281 91.3 69.33 44

S 0.00 0 0.141 3.33 11.37 201

S 0.00 P 0.859 8.82 15.53 99

S 0.00 R 0.188 10.3 35.33 201

S 15.0 0 0.203 9.82 9.68 53

S 15.0 P 0.859 12.0 41.17 201

S 15.0 R 0.25 12.4 42.33 201

IT: initialization time, ATI: average time per iteration, TT:

total time, NI: number of iterations, S: SPIMFO, N: NDFO, P:

principal stress direction, R: randomized
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Fig. 10 Post processing curve load vs end compliance for

cantilever example. N NDFO-m, S SPIMFO, P principal stress

direction, R landomized, LL linear limit [kN=m2]

cFig. 11 Result for MBB beam example. N: NDFO-m, S:

SPIMFO, P: principal stress direction, R: randomized
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Although the results with the Helmholtz filter are

quite similar, there are some differences. On the left-

hand side of the domain, the SPIMFO result has

vertical fibers from bottom to top, while the NDFO

result has a transition to approximately 45�. Also,
there are some abrupt changes in fiber directions in the

SPIMFO result, which are evidenced for the formation

of the island with the same colors in some regions of

the domain. In the NDFO result, this phenomenon

happens on a smaller scale. In this case, the objective

function for the SPIMFO model is 3.46% higher than

that obtained by using NDFO-m.

The last four results, presented in Fig. from 11i–l,

are obtained by considering a randomized initial

guess. Comparing results obtained without the Helm-

holtz filter, it is possible to note that, even though the

result for the SPIMFO model has discontinuities, it

presents areas where there are no abrupt changes. The

NDFO-m method has abrupt changes on the whole

domain. Furthermore, NDFO-m objective function

value is 5.63% higher than the value for SPIMFO. For

the case where the Helmholtz filter is activated, the

SPIMFO result has a considerable number of abrupt

changes, however NDFO-m presents changes in

orientation relatively smooth. The objective function

of the SPIMFO model is again higher than the

obtained by using NDFO-m, this time, 3.56%.

The comparisons for the index of average continu-

ity are shown in Table 6. It is possible to note that the

SPIMFO model, for this specific case, has a smaller

value of IpG only for randomized initial guess with

Helmholtz filter desactivated, when the difference is

11.54%. For the other two case without filter, values

are 57.13% and 16.59% higher for initial guess of 0�

and principal directions, respectivelly. For the cases

where the Helmholtz filter is activated, the IpG values

are higher 19.92%, 52.24%, and 72.24% for initial

guesses in 0�, principal directions, and randomized,

respectively.

The convergences for the MBB beam problem are

presented in Fig. 12, and it is possible to note that for

most cases, the curves converge asymptotically. Yet,

jumps in objective values occur during the optimiza-

tion iterations for both models with Helmholtz filter

activated and initial guess in principal stress direction,

and for SPIMFO when the initial guess and r are equal

to zero. However, even these curves reach asymptotic

behavior before the convergence.

Observing the curve of load versus end compliance

for the post-processing result, it is possible to note that

the curves for the same r parameter are quite similar

(Fig. 13). The curves for SPIMFO with Helmholtz

filter and initial guesses equal 0� and random are the

only two exceptions. The first case presents a more

rigid behavior, whereas the last case has higher

compliance when compared with the others with the

same r.

Table 7 shows the computational cost for MBB

beam results, and it is possible to see that the

initialization time is higher for SPIMFO only in the

case where the initial guess is the principal stress

direction and the Helmholtz filter is activated. The

SPIMFO also has an advantage in average time per

iteration. For NDFO-m, this value is, on average,

Table 6 Index of average

continuity for MBB

problem

N: NDFO-m, S: SPIMFO,

P: principal stress direction,

R: randomized

Model r h0 IpG

N 00.0 0 0.0912

N 00.0 P 0.0868

N 00.0 R 0.2141

N 15.0 0 0.1220

N 15.0 P 0.1160

N 15.0 R 0.1484

S 00.0 0 0.1433

S 00.0 P 0.1012

S 00.0 R 0.1894

S 15.0 0 0.1463

S 15.0 P 0.1766

S 15.0 R 0.2556
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Fig. 12 End compliance convergences for MBB beam exam-

ple. N: NDFO-m, S: SPIMFO, P: principal stress direction, R:

randomized
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121.7 s, while for SPIMFO it is 24.02 s. In addition,

the total time of simulation for SPIMFO is smaller for

all cases, being 3.3 times smaller for initial guess 0�

and using Helmholtz filter.

5.3 Plate

Figure 14 represents the results for the plate problem.

First row shows the results for initial guess 0� while

the second one presents the results for initial guess

with fiber oriented in principal stress direction, and the

last row, the results with a randomized initial guess.

Figure 14a shows an SPIMFO result. There is an

elliptical pattern, with its center in the middle of the

domain, similar to those obtained in previous works

[13, 6]. Fibers that are located outside the elliptical

pattern, in the left and right-hand side, are oriented to

point to the center of the domain, whereas fibers

outside the pattern, on top and bottom, are predom-

inately oriented vertically. Discontinuities in fiber

directions happen in the transition from inside to

outside of the elliptical pattern. In the NDFO-m result

(Fig. 14b), there is a rectangular pattern with rounded

tips. Unlike the result obtained for SPIMFO, fibers

outside the pattern, in top and bottom, are horizontally

oriented. There are discontinuities from the transition

of the rectangular pattern to the right and left-hand

side of the domain. For these sets of parameters, the

SPIMFO model reaches a smaller objective function

value, NDFO-m objective function value is 10.14%

higher.

Figure 14c, d are results with Helmholtz filter

activated for SPIMFO and NDFO-m respectively.

SPIMFO result has fibers vertically oriented in the

almost whole domain (some fibers oriented close to

90� and other close to �90�) with exceptions happen-

ing on the left and right-hand sides, in a semi-circular

line concentric with the domain, and some minor

island scattered in the domain. NDFO-m result is a

smoother version of the previous result (Fig. 14d),

where the abrupt changes are mitigated. Even though

there are islands with different colors, the orientation

change occurs smoothly. Again, the SPIMFO model

reaches a smaller objective function value, NDFO-m

objective value is 7.12% higher.

Figure 14e, f are the results where the initial guess

is the principal stress direction, and the Helmholtz

filter is deactivated. The results for both models are

quite similar, with some exceptions as discontinuities

inside the circular pattern on the right-hand side in

NDFO-result that not occurs in the SPIMFO model

result. The objective function value is very close, the

NDFO-m result is only 0.56% higher. Figure 14g, h

displays results with the same initial guess, however

using the Helmholtz filter. The SPIMFO result has the

same characteristics of the previous SPIMFO result

obtained by using the Helmholtz filter (see Fig. 14c),

albeit this presents a less number of isolated islands.

The NDFO-m result is quite different from the result
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Fig. 13 Post processing curve load vs end compliance for

cantilever example. N NDFO-m, S SPIMFO, P principal stress

direction, R randomized, LL linear limit ½kN=m2�

Table 7 Computational cost for mbb problem

Model r h0 IT [s] ATI [s] TT [min] NI

N 0.00 0 0.219 127.0 96.17 44

N 0.00 P 0.812 112.0 84.67 44

N 0.00 R 0.25 122.0 92.33 44

N 15.0 0 0.188 119.0 90.17 44

N 15.0 P 0.75 121.0 92.00 44

N 15.0 R 0.25 126.0 95.50 44

S 0.00 0 0.188 18.2 61.67 201

S 0.00 P 0.781 14.5 29.83 119

S 0.00 R 0.172 18.2 61.83 201

S 15.0 0 0.172 30.3 27.67 52

S 15.0 P 0.766 31.3 42.17 78

S 15.0 R 0.25 21.6 73.17 201

IT: initialization time, ATI: average time per iteration, TT:

total time, NI: number of iterations S: SPIMFO, N: NDFO P:

principal stress direction, R: randomized
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obtained with the previous initial guess by using the

Helmholtz filter (see Fig. 14d). Here, there is no total

symmetry either vertically or horizontally. There is a

small region with discontinuities just above the center

of the domain, however, the orientation changes in the

rest of the domain occur smoothly. Regarding the

objective function value, NDFO-m reaches a value of

1.26% higher than SPIMFO.

Results for randomized initial guess with deacti-

vated Helmholtz filter (Fig. 14i, j ) have some regions

similar to previous results (Fig. 14e, f ), however, both

present several regions with abrupt changes in fiber

direction. Again, the objective function value for

NDFO-m model is slightly higher than that obtained

using SPIMFO model. The difference is equal to

1.02%. Finally, Fig. 14k, l represent the results with

the Helmholtz filter activated. The SPIMFO result is,

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

Fig. 14 Result for plate example. N: NDFO-m, S: SPIMFO, P: principal stress direction, R: randomized
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once more, similar to results obtained by using the

Helmholtz filter, albeit it has some abrupt changes in

fiber direction on right and left-hand sides of the

domain. The NDFO-m result has similar characteris-

tics to the SPIMFO filtered results, namely an

elliptical pattern with discontinuities occurring in its

boundary. Again, SPIMFO model has smaller end

compliance value. The difference between the values

is 0.8%.

Table 8 shows the index of average continuity for

the plate problem. The result for initial guess 0�

without Helmholtz filter for SPIMFO is 10.26% higher

than the NDFO result. However, when the initial guess

is the principal stress direction, the IpG for SPIMFO

model is 6.8% smaller. The last result without

Helmholtz filter for SPIMF0 has a value 23.12%

higher than the NDFO.

For the cases where the Helmholtz filter is

activated, the SPIMFO model has two smaller IpG
values. These cases are when the initial guesses are 0�

and randomized, where the IpG values are 20.66% and

11.33% smaller. For the initial guess oriented in the

principal stress direction, SPIMFO presents a value of

0.86% higher.

Figure 15 shows the convergence curves for plate

results, and, once more, when the initial guesses are

the principal stress direction, the first value of

objective functions are closer to the optimized value

comparing to other initial guesses.

The curves of the SPIMFO model are smooth until

reaching the convergence, whereas the NDFO-m has

curves with sharp jumps. The behavior presented by

SPIMFO is possible because of the use of move limits,

which avoid that the angle changes exceed a prede-

termined value among the iterations.

Figure 16 shows the curve of load versus compli-

ance for post-processing results. Again, linear limits

for same r parameters have close values. All curves

present quite similar behavior, except for NDFO-m

with initial guess 0� where a higher value of end

compliance is reached with a smaller load, which

means that these structures are less rigid than the

others.

From Table 9, we note that the initialization time

for NDFO-m is smaller than for SPIMFO only for

initial guess of principal stress directions. However,

there is a considerable difference in average times per

iteration. The average value obtained by using the

NDFO-m model is 124 s, while for the SPIMFO

model, it is 30.3 s. That is, for this specific problem, it

is expected that each NDFO-m iteration takes 4 times

longer than SPIMFO. Although, SPIMFO needs, on

average, 143 iterations to reach the convergence,

while NDFO needs approximately 43 iterations.

As expected, there are no major variations for the

total runtime in NDFO-m, because the number of

iterations is equal for almost all cases. For SPIMFO,

the total runtime varies from 30.5 min, considering

Helmholtz filter and initial guess of principal direction

to 128.33 min in the case with Helmholtz filter and a

randomized initial guess. These differences make

sense to SPIMFO continuous formulation because the

principal stress direction is supposed to be a field next

to an optimized field, which is opposite in the case of a

randomized field. Besides, the addition of Helmholtz

Table 8 Index of average

continuity for plate problem

N: NDFO-m, S: SPIMFO,

P: principal stress direction,

R: randomized

Model r h0 IpG

N 00.0 0 0.1199

N 00.0 P 0.1031

N 00.0 R 0.2037

N 15.0 0 0.1384

N 15.0 P 0.1168

N 15.0 R 0.1262

S 00.0 0 0.1322

S 00.0 P 0.0962

S 00.0 R 0.2508

S 15.0 0 0.1098

S 15.0 P 0.1178

S 15.0 R 0.1119
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Fig. 15 End compliance convergences for plate example
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filter implies in solving one more direct problem per

iteration.

6 Concluding remarks

This work proposes a method to optimize fiber-

reinforced composite structures by employing a con-

stitutive nonlinear model and a method to tailor the

fiber orientation, which has only one variable per node

and uses a continuous design variable. The SPIMFO

method proved to be efficient for circumventing local

minima even with the transversely isotropic neo-

Hookean constitutive equation.

A move limit scheme associated with the barrier

method, implemented in the IPOpt library, has been

proposed to ensure convergence stability. This

scheme enables controlling the variations of design

variables, providing the possibility of adjusting how

much the objective function can change at each

iteration, thus preventing unstable end compliance

convergences.

Comparisons between NDFO-m and SPIMFO are

made, and the SPIMFO method presented smaller end

compliance values in most of the cases. Besides,

SPIMFO proves to be more computationally efficient

than NDFO-m, considering the same solution space,

for all cases in cantilever and MBB problems and four

of six cases in plate problem.

A new method to measure the fiber continuity,

named Index of average continuity, based on the

angular difference of neighboring fibers is proposed

and implemented. From this index, it is possible to see

that while the SPIMFO has a smaller computational

cost in most cases, the NDFO-m model presents a

higher fiber continuity, measured by using the index of

average continuity, in 14 of 18 tests.
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